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Abstract
�e Chladni �gures of a metal plate are well known. In this report, the Chladni �gures of a rectangular
piece of fabric are computed by discretisation. �e piece of fabric undoubtedly gives di�erent pa�erns
than the plate. �is report shows that the pa�erns can depend on the se�ing of the edges. Chladni �gures
were computed for a piece of fabric with fully-�xed edges, a piece of fabric with four �xed corners and
a piece of fabric with reinforced edges that is �xed through several springs. Only �xing the corners of
a simple piece of fabric gives stretched versions of the Chladni �gures for a simple piece of fabric with
�xed edges. �e fabric with reinforced edges gives the same results as a piece of fabric with �xed edges
for any number of springs a�ached to the edges.
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1 Introduction
Ernst Chladni is best known for his experiments where he put sand on a vibrating metal plate. �is
sounds like a plain experiment, yet it earned him the name ‘father of acoustics’. �e sand on the plate
accumulated on the nodal lines: lines on the plate that do not move, while the rest of the plate vibrates.
�e pa�erns that formed this way were later called Chladni �gures. With his method for �nding nodal
lines, and that way ‘visualising sound’, Chladni made a signi�cant contribution to experimental acoustics.
His research now has applications in various �elds, ranging from the building of musical instruments to
micro and nano manipulations [1].

Figure 1: Setup of Chladni’s experiment [? ]

�e setup of Chladni’s original experiment is shown in Figure 1. He used a metal plate that was �xed in
the middle and held it with his �nger. He put sand on the plate and used a violin bow to let the plate
vibrate. �e plate would then resonate at one of its natural frequencies, or eigenfrequencies, causing a
standing wave pa�ern. A standing wave pa�ern in a plate consists of nodal lines, that remain stationary,
and regions that move up and down. �e shape of the plate when vibrating at a certain eigenfrequency
is called an eigenmode. �e vibrations would cause a grain of sand to bounce until it lands on a nodal
line. �is way, the sand accumulated on the nodal lines. Some of the nodal lines that Chladni found are
shown in Figure 2. Here, each square shows the nodal lines that form when the plate vibrates at a di�erent
eigenfrequency.

Figure 2: Nodal lines as found by Chladni [2]

Chladni also performed the experiment using plates of di�erent shapes, which resulted in di�erent pat-
terns. In this report, the nodal lines of a rectangular piece of fabric of fabric will be computed. In contrast
to the metal plate, the piece of fabric will be �xed at its edges. One can imagine that this will result in
di�erent pa�erns than in Chladni’s original experiment.
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To compute the nodal lines for a rectangular piece of fabric, �rst, the eigenmodes of a string will be
computed in Section 2. �en, in Section 3, this will be expanded to a piece of fabric with �xed edges and
a piece of fabric with only �xed corners. �e piece of fabric will be reinforced with a metal wire and the
corners will be �xed through a spring, in Section 6. To do this, a metal beam and circular metal wire will
be analysed in Sections 4 and 5.
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2 String vibrations
Before �nding the Chladni �gures of a piece of fabric, we will look at the one-dimensional counterpart:
a string. A vibrating string can be modelled using partial di�erential equations. However, in this report,
it was chosen to model the string as a spring-mass system and approximate the vibrations that way.

2.1 Model of a string as a spring-mass system
�e string will be modelled as a spring-mass system, as shown in Figure 3. �e string of length L is �xed
at both endpoints and does not sag. �e springs are assumed to have negligible mass and the masses all
have the same mass m. �e springs are equal; which means their lengths and spring constants are the
same. Finally, it is assumed that the masses will only move in vertical direction.

Figure 3: Spring-mass system in equilibrium

To �nd the equations of motion, we will �rst look at a spring mass-system with only one mass. Here, α
is the angle between a spring and the horizontal axis. In equilibrium, each spring has length d = L

2 . �e
displacement of the mass in the vertical direction is z.

Figure 4: Spring-mass system with one mass

Note that the magnitude of the forces Fs caused by the springs are the same for both springs. Newton’s
second law of motion gives

m · z̈ = −Fs · sin(α)− Fs · sin(α). (1)

Because α will be very small, we have sin(α) ≈ α ≈ tan(α) = z
d . �is means we can approximate

equation (1) by

z̈ = −2 Fs
m · d

· z.

Now, this system can be expanded to a spring-mass system with n masses, as shown in Figure 5. Here,
the magnitude Fs of the forces caused by the springs are assumed to be equal. All assumptions for the
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one-mass case still hold, and the string has length L. In equilibrium, the length of each spring is d = L
n+1 .

�e displacement of mass i in vertical direction is zi. �e angle between the horizontal axis and the spring
to the le� of mass i is αi, and for the right spring the angle is αi+1.

We will need to distinguish between two cases:

1. the mass is a�ached to the wall (boundary node);

2. the mass is a�ached to two other masses (interior node).

Figure 5: Spring-mass system with n masses

�e �rst and last node are boundary nodes. Using the same approach as for the system with one mass,
we �nd for the �rst mass:

z̈1 =
1

m
(−Fs sin(α1)− Fs sin(α2))

≈ 1

m

(
−Fs

z1
d

+−Fs
z1 − z2
d

)
=

Fs
m · d

(−2z1 + z2).

Similarly, for mass n we �nd

z̈n =
1

m
(Fs sin(αn) + Fs sin(αn+1))

≈ 1

m

(
Fs
zn−1 − zn

d
+ Fs

−zn
d

)
=

Fs
m · d

(zn−1 − 2zn).

For an arbitrary interior node i ∈ {2, ..., n− 1}, we have

z̈i =
1

m
(−Fs sin(αi)− Fs sin(αi+1))

≈ 1

m

(
−Fs

zi − zi−1
d

− Fs
zi − zi+1

d

)
=

Fs
m · d

(zi−1 − 2zi + zi+1).
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2.2 Eigenmodes of the spring-mass system
�e system of equations can be wri�en as a matrix equation z̈ = c · Az, where

c =
Fs
m · d

, A =


−2 1
1 −2 1

. . . . . . . . .
1 −2 1

1 −2

 and z =


z1
z2
...

zn−1
zn

 .
Here, the vector z contains the vertical displacement of each mass. Combined, this gives

z̈1
z̈2
...

z̈n−1
z̈n

 =
Fs
m · d


−2 1
1 −2 1

. . . . . . . . .
1 −2 1

1 −2




z1
z2
...

zn−1
zn

 .
Substituting xeλt for z in the matrix equation gives λ2eλtx = ceλtAx, and therefore λ2x = cAx. �is
is an eigenvalue problem with eigenvalues 1

cλ
2 and eigenvectors x. Each eigenvector corresponds to an

eigenmode of the string.

Once the eigenvalues and eigenmodes, and therefore also the corresponding solutions, are found, other
solutions can be computed by making linear combinations of solutions. Let u and v be two solutions
that are found through the above method. �en, ü = cAu and v̈ = cAv. Now let w := u + v. �en,
ẅ = ü + v̈ = cA(u+v) = cAw. �erefore, w is also a solution. �is way, it can be proven that linear
combinations of solutions are also solutions.

Note that by losing eλt, we lose time-dependency. As we are only interested in the eigenmodes, the time
component is not necessary. With the time component, however, we can �nd the shape of the string at
any time t. Let an eigenvector x and an eigenvalue λ2 be given and note that λ2 < 0. We can write
λ2 = (±i · µ)2, where µ ∈ R+. �is means that z(t) = xeλt = xe±iµt = x (cos(µt)± i sin(µt)). We
can make real combinations 1

2x
(
eiµt + e−iµt

)
= x cos(µt) and 1

2ix
(
eiµt − e−iµt

)
= x sin(µt). If it is

assumed that the string is in equilibrium at t = 0, we need initial condition z(0) = 0 and therefore
x sin(µt) should be used.

To get an accurate approximation of a vibrating string, one must choose a rather large value for n. �is
means the dimension of matrix A will be large as well. �erefore, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors were
computed using MATLAB. Figure 6 shows the �rst three eigenmodes of a string as computed by the
MATLAB script in Appendix B. Here, n was chosen to be equal to 100 and for simplicity, c was chosen to
be 1.

Figure 6: First three eigenmodes of a string
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�e shapes of the eigenmodes of a string that is �xed at both ends are well-known: the ith eigenmode is
a sinusoid with 2 nodes at the endpoints, and i− 1 other nodes. �is con�rms the results in Figure 6.

2.3 Eigenmodes for a string with one free end
One can also look at what the vibrations look like when only one endpoint of the string is �xed. In this
case, mass n is �xed to mass n− 1 to the le�, but not �xed to the right. �is means for mass n we have
z̈n = 1

mFs sin(αn) ≈
1
mFs

zn−1−zn
d = Fs

m·d (zn−1 − zn). �erefore, the system of di�erential equations
will become 

z̈1
z̈2
...

z̈n−1
z̈n

 =
Fs
m · d


−2 1
1 −2 1

. . . . . . . . .
1 −2 1

1 −1




z1
z2
...

zn−1
zn

 .

Again, the eigenmodes of the string can be computed using the MATLAB script in Appendix B. �e �rst
three eigenmodes are displayed in Figure 7, where n is equal to 100.

Figure 7: First three eigenmodes of a string

�e shapes of the eigenmodes that were found, are in compliance with what is already known about the
eigenmodes of a string that is �xed at one end. �e ith eigenmode corresponds to the �rst i

4 period of a
sine wave.

2.4 Conclusion for a string
A string can be modelled as a spring-mass system of n masses. �is way, the eigenmodes of the spring
and the corresponding time-dependent solutions can be found. Both for a spring with �xed ends and for
a spring with only one �xed end, the eigenmodes are in compliance with what is already known about
the eigenmodes of strings. Using the same method, the eigenmodes of a rectangular piece of fabric can
be computed, as shown in the next section.
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3 Vibrations of a rectangular piece of fabric

3.1 Model of a rectangular piece of fabric as a spring-mass system

Similarly to a string, a rectangular piece of fabric of size L×M can be modelled as a spring-mass system.
�e model in Section 2 is extended to a two-dimensional model, as shown in Figure 8. Each mass is
connected by four springs to other masses and/or �xed points. All assumptions of Section 2 still hold.
�at means the springs are equal and have negligible mass, all masses have the same mass m, and the
masses will only move in vertical direction.

Each row has n masses and each column consists of k masses, where n and k are chosen proportionally
to L and M , respectively. �is means the length of each spring in equilibrium is d = L

n+1 = M
k+1 . �e

masses are numbered from 1 to k ·n, starting bo�om le� and ending top right using the natural ordering.
�is means that a mass with coordinate (i, j) corresponds to (j − 1) · n+ i.

Figure 8: Spring-mass system in equilibrium

To �nd the equations of motion, three cases must be distinguished:

1. the mass is a�ached to four other masses (interior node);

2. the mass is a�ached to three masses and one �xed points (boundary node);

3. the mass is a�ached to two masses and two �xed points (corner node).

For the �rst case, let mass i be an interior node, as shown in Figure 19. �e angle between the horizontal
axis and the spring connecting node i to its neighbouring node k is called αk . �e displacement of a mass
k in the vertical direction is zk . It is assumed that the force caused by a spring connecting any node i to
any of its neighbours has the same value Fs.
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It cannot be ensured that each spring has the same value of Fs, as the force applied to springs in the
centre of the fabric, is not the same as for springs near the edges. Later in this report, the edges of the
piece of fabric will be reinforced with a metal wire. Furthermore, it will be held up in the air by multiple
springs that are a�ached to the edges. In this way, it can be assured that the value of Fs is approximately
the same for each spring. �erefore, it will already be assumed that the the value of Fs is the same for
each spring.

Figure 9: An interior node of the spring-mass system

Newton’s second law of motion gives

m · z̈i = −Fs · sin(αi−1)− Fs · sin(αi−n)− Fs · sin(αi+1)− Fs · sin(αi+n). (2)

Because αk will be very small, we have sin(αk) ≈ αk ≈ tan(αk) =
zi−zk
d for any neighbouring node k.

�erefore, equation (2) can be wri�en as

z̈i = −
Fs
m · d

((zi − zi−1) + (zi − zi+1) + (zi − zi−n) + (zi − zi+n))

= − Fs
m · d

(4zi − zi−1 − zi+1 − zi−n − zi+n).
(3)

Figure 10: A boundary node of the spring-mass system

Figure 10 shows a boundary node i ∈ {n + 1, ..., (k − 2)n + 1} on the le� edge of the piece of fabric.
Using the same method as for an interior node, we now �nd

z̈i = −
Fs
m · d

(zi + (zi − zi+1) + (zi − zi−n) + (zi − zi+n))

= − Fs
m · d

(4zi − zi+1 − zi−n − zi+n).
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In total, we �nd for boundary nodes on the le�, right, top and bo�om edge, respectively

z̈i =


− Fs

m·d (4zi − zi+1 − zi−n − zi+n) for i ∈ {n+ 1, ..., (k − 2)n+ 1},
− Fs

m·d (4zi − zi−1 − zi−n − zi+n) for i ∈ {2n, ..., (k − 1)n},
− Fs

m·d (4zi − zi−1 − zi+1 − zi−n) for i ∈ {(k − 1)n+ 2, ..., kn− 1},
− Fs

m·d (4zi − zi−1 − zi+1 − zi+n) for i ∈ {2, ..., n− 1}.

(4)

In the same way, we �nd for the bo�om le�, bo�om right, top le� and top right corner nodes, respectively

z̈1 = − Fs
m · d

(4z1 − z2 − zn+1) ,

z̈n = − Fs
m · d

(4zn − zn−1 − z2n) ,

z̈(k−1)n+1 = − Fs
m · d

(
4z(k−1)n+1 − z(k−1)n+2 − z(k−2)n+1

)
,

z̈kn = − Fs
m · d

(
4zkn − zkn−1 − z(k−1)n

)
.

(5)

3.2 Eigenmodes of the spring-mass system

Equations (3), (4) and (5) can be combined into a matrix equation z̈ = −c · Az, where

c =
Fs
m · d

, A =


D −In
−In D −In

. . . . . . . . .
−In D −In

−In D

 and z =


z1
z2
...

zkn−1
zkn

 .

Here, z contains the vertical displacement of each mass. �e matrix In is the n×n identity matrix and D
is the tridiagonal matrix

D =


4 −1
−1 4 −1

. . . . . . . . .
−1 4 −1

−1 4

 ∈ Rn×n.

Note that because there are n ·k nodes, A is an nk×nk matrix. �e �rst n rows of matrix A, consisting of
D, In and k−1 null matrices of dimension n×n, correspond to the equations of motion of the bo�om row
of nodes on the piece of fabric. In the same way, each next row of nodes on the piece of fabric corresponds
to the next n rows in matrix A.

In the same way as in Section 2.2, we �nd that the eigenmodes of the piece of fabric correspond to the
eigenvectors of matrix A. �e eigenmodes will again be computed using MATLAB. For simplicity, c is
chosen to be 1. Figure 11 shows the �rst three eigenmodes for a piece of fabric where n = 90 and k = 210.
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Figure 11: First three eigenmodes of a piece of fabric with 90× 210 nodes. �e top row shows the shape
of the eigenmodes, the bo�om row shows the corresponding contour plots.

Figure 11 also shows contour plots corresponding to the eigenmodes. Note that the eigenmodes show the
maximal displacement of each point on the piece of fabric. If sand is put on the fabric, the sand at spots
with a large maximal displacement will be bounced up high and far away. If the maximal displacement
is close to or equal to zero, the sand will hardly move or stay in place. �is means that the sand will
accumulate on the lines where the maximal displacement is smallest. �erefore, the contour plots of the
eigenmodes give the shapes of the corresponding Chladni �gures. Here, the sand will accumulate on the
white parts.

Figure 12: Contour plots of eigenmodes 14 and 17 of a piece of fabric with 90× 210 nodes

�e contour plots in Figure 11 show that the nodal lines are horizontal and vertical lines across the piece
of fabric. Figure 12 shows that for higher eigenmodes, there are more nodal lines. However, they all
divide the piece of fabric into equal rectangles, creating a pa�ern that is not very complex. We can look
at a square piece of fabric to see how the Chladni �gures di�er from that of a rectangular one. Figure
13 shows the �rst three eigenmodes of a piece of fabric where L = M and therefore n = k. Here, n is
chosen to be equal to 150. For the second and third eigenmodes, the Chladni �gures di�er signi�cantly
from those of the rectangular piece of fabric.

10 Chladni �gures on a rectangular piece of fabric



Figure 13: First three eigenmodes of a piece of fabric with 150× 150 nodes

�e Chladni �gures become more complex for larger eigenmodes, as can be seen in Figure 14. �e pa�erns
for a square piece of fabric appear to be more interesting than those of a rectangular one. �erefore, from
now on, only Chladni �gures on square sheets will be analysed.

Figure 14: Contour plots of eigenmodes 14 and 17 of a piece of fabric with 150× 150 nodes

Chladni �gures on a rectangular piece of fabric 11



�ere are many eigenvalues that have algebraic multiplicity 2. �is means that for these eigenvalues, there
are in�nitely many possible eigenvectors that span their subspace. Since the 14th and 15th eigenvalues
coincide, the MATLAB script �nds two Chladni �gures corresponding to this eigenvalue. Similarly, it
�nds two Chladni �gures corresponding to the 17th eigenvalue. �e Chladni �gures the script �nds for
the 14th and 15th are rotated versions of each other. �e Chladni �gures that were found for the 16th and
17th eigenvalues di�er more, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Contour plots of eigenmodes 16 and 17 of a piece of fabric with 150× 150 nodes

For some eigenvalues with an algebraic multiplicity of 2, the Chladni �gures that are found, depend
on the starting vector MATLAB uses to �nd the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. �e �gures in Figure
15 were found using the all-ones vector as starting vector. Figure 16 shows the Chladni �gures that
were found using various multiples of the all-ones vector 1. �ese all look slightly di�erent. For some
repeated eigenvalues, the starting vector does not change the Chladni �gure. For most, however, there is
a di�erence similar to the one for the Chladni �gure of the third eigenmode.

Figure 16: Contour plots of the third eigenmode for starting vector 1, 0.1 · 1 and 0.01 · 1, respectively

3.3 Eigenmodes for a piece of fabric that is only �xed at the corners
In the previous section, the fabric was �xed at the edges and therefore looked like a square drum. It is
also interesting to look at how the piece of fabric would behave if it was only �xed at the four corners.
If this is the case, the equations of motion for all boundary nodes change, and those of the interior- and
corner nodes remain the same. A boundary node is now only a�ached to three other nodes, and not to a
�xed point. �is means that for boundary nodes on the le�, right, top and bo�om edge, respectively, we
have

z̈i =


− Fs

m·d (3zi − zi+1 − zi−n − zi+n) for i ∈ {n+ 1, ..., (n− 2)n+ 1},
− Fs

m·d (3zi − zi−1 − zi−n − zi+n) for i ∈ {2n, ..., (n− 1)n},
− Fs

m·d (3zi − zi−1 − zi+1 − zi−n) for i ∈ {(n− 1)n+ 2, ..., n2 − 1},
− Fs

m·d (3zi − zi−1 − zi+1 − zi+n) for i ∈ {2, ..., n− 1}.

(6)
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Note that, as mentioned in Section 3.2, only square sheets will be analysed, and therefore k = n. Equation
(6) gives the matrix equation z̈ = −c · Az, where

c =
Fs
m · d

, A =


E −In
−In D −In

. . . . . . . . .
−In D −In

−In E

 and z =


z1
z2
...

zn2−1
zn2

 .

�e matrix In is the n×n identity matrix. �e �rst and last row of nodes on the piece of fabric correspond
to the �rst and last n rows of matrix A. �is means that the �rst and last matrix on the block diagonal of
A are

E =


4 −1
−1 3 −1

. . . . . . . . .
−1 3 −1

−1 4

 ∈ Rn×n.

For the other matrices D on the block diagonal, the �rst and last row correspond to boundary nodes, and
the middle rows correspond to interior nodes. �erefore we have

D =


3 −1
−1 4 −1

. . . . . . . . .
−1 4 −1

−1 3

 ∈ Rn×n.

�e eigenmodes will again be computed using MATLAB. Here, c is chosen to be 1 and n is set to 150.
Figure 17 shows the �rst three eigenmodes. Because the edges can now move with the rest of the piece of
fabric, the eigenmodes seem to di�er signi�cantly from those of the piece with �xed edges. However, the
contour plots show that the Chladni �gures are very similar. In both cases, for the �rst eigenmode, there
will be no nodal lines as the piece will simply move up and down. For the second and third eigenmode,
there will be one nodal line which is a diagonal line across the piece of fabric.
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Figure 17: First three eigenmodes of a piece of fabric with 150 × 150 nodes that is only �xed at the
corners

Higher eigenmodes seem to be less similar to those of the piece of fabric with �xed edges. However, if
we compare Figure 18 to Figures 14 and 15, we can see that these pa�erns look very similar. �e Chladni
�gures for a piece of fabric that is only �xed at the corners resemble stretched versions of the �gures for
a piece of fabric with �xed edges. �is makes sense, as a �xed edge reduces the freedom of movement of
the piece of fabric.

Figure 18: Eigenmodes 14 and 17 of a piece of fabric with 150 × 150 nodes that is only �xed at the
corners
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3.4 Conclusion for a simple piece of fabric
By modelling a rectangular piece of fabric as a spring-mass system, the eigenmodes and corresponding
Chladni �gures of the piece of fabric were found. It was found that a rectangular piece of fabric has
equidistant, straight nodal lines, resulting in rather ”boring” Chladni �gures. A square piece of fabric,
gives more interesting Chladni �gures. �erefore, in the rest of the report, only square pieces of fabric
will be considered. Furthermore, it was found that a piece of fabric with only �xed corners, gives Chladni
�gures that are stretched versions of those of a piece that has �xed edges. Finally, it should be considered
that for repeated eigenvalues, the MATLAB script can result in multiple possible eigenmodes. �erefore,
it is hard to predict what the Chladni �gures for these eigenvalues will look like precisely.
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4 Cantilever beam
�e edge of the piece of fabric will be reinforced with a metal wire, to ensure some more stability. First,
the metal wire will be analysed independently of the piece of fabric. �erefore, we will �rst look at a
metal cantilever beam: a beam that is clamped at one endpoint. �e other endpoint can move freely.

4.1 Beam equation
We will �rst look at a metal cantilever beam of length L. �e displacement z of the beam at some position
0 < x < L can be described by equation (7), using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory [3].

EI
∂4w

∂x4
= −µ∂

2w

∂t2
. (7)

Here, µ is the mass per unit length, E is the elastic modulus and I is the second moment of area of the
cross-section.

By substituting z(x)e−iωt for w(x, t), where ω is the frequency of vibration, we �nd

EI
d4z

dx4
= µω2z. (8)

For x = 0, the boundary conditions for a �xed end give z = 0 and dz
dx = 0. For the free end, where x = L,

we have d2z
dx2 = 0 and d3z

dx3 = 0.

Similarly to the string in Section 2.1, the beam will be discretised to n nodes, as shown in Figure 19. For
a beam of length L, this means the distance between any two nodes is h = L

n . �e displacement of node
i is denoted by zi.

Figure 19: Discretised metal beam �xed at one point

Equation (8), combined with the boundary conditions, now gives

z
(4)
i = µ

EI ω
2zi for i ∈ {1, ..., n},

z0 = 0,

z′0 = 0,

z′′n = 0,

z
(3)
n = 0.

(9)

4.2 Central di�erence
To approximate the derivatives in equation (9), the central di�erencing scheme will be used. �e approx-
imation of the �rst derivative of a function f in a point x is given by f ′(x) = 1

2h (f(x+ h)− f(x− h))
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[4], where h is the distance between two nodes. �e central di�erence for the second derivative can be
found by taking a central di�erence of f ′ at auxiliary points x ± h

2 . �e approximation of the second
derivative now becomes

f ′′(x) ≈ 1

h

(
f ′(x+

1

2
h)− f ′(x− 1

2
h)

)
≈ 1

h

(
f(x+ h)− f(x)

h
− f(x)− f(x− h)

h

)
=

1

h2
(f(x+ h)− 2f(x) + f(x− h)) .

�e approximation for the third derivative can be found be taking the central di�erence of the second
derivative.

f (3)(x) ≈ 1

2h
(f ′′(x+ h)− f ′′(x− h))

≈ 1

2h

(
1

h2
(f(x+ 2h)− 2f(x+ h) + f(x))− 1

h2
(f(x)− 2f(x− h) + f(x− 2h))

)
≈ 1

2h3
(f(x+ 2h)− 2f(x+ h) + 2f(x− h)− f(x− 2h)) .

By applying the central di�erence of the second derivative, we �nd

f (4)(x) ≈ 1

h2
(f ′′(x+ h)− 2f ′′(x) + f ′′(x− h))

=
1

h4
(f(x+ 2h)− 4f(x+ h) + 6f(x)− 4f(x− h) + f(x− 2h)) .

Applying these central di�erence approximations to the system of equations (9) gives



1
h4 (zi+2 − 4zi+1 + 6zi − 4zi−1 + zi−2) = µ

EI ω
2zi for i ∈ {1, ..., n},

z0 = 0,
1
2h (z1 − z−1) = 0,
1
h2 (zn+1 − 2zn + zn−1) = 0,
1

2h3 (zn+2 − 2zn+1 + 2zn−1 − zn−2) = 0.

Note that some of the equations contain vertical displacements of nodes that do not exist. �ese nodes
are called ghost nodes. From the second boundary condition we conclude that z1 = z−1. �is can be used
to eliminate the ghost nodes from the equation for node 1. �is now becomes

1

h4
(z3 − 4z2 + 7z1) =

µ

EI
ω2z1.

�e last two boundary conditions give zn+1 = 2zn− zn−1 and zn+2 = 4zn− 4zn−1 + zn−2. �is means
that for node n− 1 and n, we have

1

h4
(−2zn + 5zn−1 − 4zn−2 + zn−3) =

µ

EI
ω2zn−1,

1

h4
(2zn − 4zn−1 + 2zn−2) =

µ

EI
ω2zn.
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4.3 Eigenmodes of a cantilever beam

�e system of equations can now be wri�en as the matrix equation cAz = ω2z, where

c =
EI

µh4
, A =



7 −4 1
−4 6 −4 1
1 −4 6 −4 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 −4 6 −4 1

1 −4 5 −2
2 −4 2


and z =



z1
z2
z3
...

zn−2
zn−1
zn


.

�is is an eigenvalue problem with eigenvalues ω2

c and eigenvectors z. �e eigenvectors of matrix A
correspond to the eigenmodes of the beam and can be computed using MATLAB. Figure 20 shows the
�rst three eigenmodes of the cantilever beam. Here, n was chosen to be equal to 50 and for simplicity, c
was chosen to be 1.

Figure 20: First three eigenmodes of a cantilever beam
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5 Eigenmodes of a circular wire

�e wire at the edges of the piece of fabric will not have free endpoints; it will be a continuous wire.
�erefore, a continuous, circular wire will now be analysed.

5.1 Circular wire with no �xed points

First, it is assumed that no points are �xed. A wire of length L is discretised to n nodes, as shown in
Figure 21.

Figure 21: Discretised circular wire with no �xed points

Using the same method as in Section 4.1, we �nd for each node i ∈ {1, ..., n}

zi+2 − 4zi+1 + 6zi − 4zi−1 + zi−2 =
µh4

EI
ω2zi.

Note that, because all nodes are interior nodes, no boundary conditions are needed. Furthermore, we can
write zn+1 = z1 and zn+2 = z2, since node 1 is a neighbour of node n. �e system of equations can
therefore be wri�en as a matrix equation cAz = ω2z, where

c =
EI

µh4
, A =



6 −4 1 1 −4
−4 6 −4 1 1
1 −4 6 −4 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 −4 6 −4 1

1 1 −4 6 −4
−4 1 1 −4 6


and z =



z1
z2
z3
...

zn−2
zn−1
zn


.

�e eigenmodes are computed using MATLAB, and plo�ed along the unit circle. �e number of nodes is
n = 100 and c is chosen to be equal to 1. Some of the eigenmodes are shown in Figure 22. For reference,
the unit circle is depicted in cyan. It can be seen that the eigenmodes correspond to sinusoids with varying
frequencies.
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Figure 22: Some eigenmodes of a circular wire with no �xed points

5.2 Eigenmodes of a circular wire with four �xed points

�e piece of fabric will, of course, not �oat freely in space; it will be �xed at a few points. �erefore,
we will now look at a circular wire that is �xed through a spring of length b at four points. As shown
in Figure 23, the wire is discretised to n points such that n

4 is equal to some integer k. Springs will be
a�ached to four equidistant nodes 1, k + 1, 2k + 1 and 3k + 1.

Figure 23: Discretised circular wire with four points �xed through a spring

It is assumed that the nodes will only move in vertical direction. �e equations for all nodes, except
for the nodes that have springs a�ached, will remain the same as in Section 5. For the nodes with a
spring, the force caused by the spring needs to be taken into account. To makes sure the units comply,
equation (8) is multiplied by h. Using a similar method as in Section 2 for the spring, we �nd for nodes
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i ∈ {1, k + 1, 2k + 1, 3k + 1}

µhω2zi = EI
1

h3
(zi+2 − 4zi+1 + 6zi − 4zi−1 + zi−2) +

Fc
b
zi.

Here, Fc is the magnitude of the force caused by a spring. We can write the equation as

ω2zi = cw (zi+2 − 4zi+1 + 6zi − 4zi−1 + zi−2) + cszi,

where cw = EI
µh4 and cs = Fc

bµh . Both cw and cs have unit 1/s2. �e system of equations can be wri�en
as a matrix equation Az = ω2z, where

A =



6cw + cs −4cw cw cw −4cw
−4cw 6cw −4cw cw cw
cw −4cw 6cw −4cw cw

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
cw −4cw 6cw −4cw cw

cw cw −4cw 6cw −4cw
−4cw cw cw −4cw 6cw


and z =



z1
z2
z3
...

zn−2
zn−1
zn


.

In each row jk + 1, for j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, the (jk + 1)st element is equal to 6cw + cs.

Note that the choices for cw and cs a�ect the shapes of the eigenmodes. Let the wire be made of steel,
have a length of 1m and a circular cross-section with a diameter of 2 · 10−3 m. �en, E = 2 · 1011 Pa
and I = π

4 · (1 · 10
−3)4 ≈ 7.85398 · 10−13 m4 . �e mass per metre is µ = ρ · π(1 · 10−3)2 =

8050 · π · 10−6 ≈ 2.52898 · 10−2 kgm−1. Let the springs have a length of b = 0.05 m . For n = 80, we
have h = 1

80 = 0.0125 m. �is gives cw = 2.5441 · 108 s−2 and cs = 6.32666 · 104 · Fc s−2.

Figure 24: Eigenmodes of a wire with 4 points �xed through a spring, Fc = 10

Figure 24 shows the third and ��h eigenmodes of the wire where Fc is equal to 10. �e unit circle is
depicted in cyan and the nodes that are a�ached to a spring are denoted by an asterisk. For this choice
of constants, the springs seem to hardly a�ect the eigenmodes.
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Figure 25: Eigenmodes of a wire with 4 points �xed through a spring, Fc = 100

For Fc = 100, the springs are more sti� and a�ect the eigenmodes more, as shown in Figure 24. �e
nodes that are a�ached to springs do not move too far away from the unit circle.

Figure 26: Eigenmodes of a wire with 4 points �xed through a spring, Fc = 1000

Figure 26 shows the eigenmodes for Fc = 1000. In this case, the nodes that are a�ached to springs hardly
move away from the unit circle. �ese nodes now almost behave as �xed points.
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6 Piece of fabric with reinforced edges

6.1 Model of a piece of fabric with reinforced edges as a spring-mass system

Finally, we combine the results of the previous sections to make a model for a square piece of fabric with
edges that are reinforced with a steel wire and with springs a�ached to the four corners.

Figure 27: Piece of fabric with reinforced edges and with corners �xed through springs

As shown in Figure 27, the expanded piece of fabric is modelled as a spring-mass system with a metal
wire around it. �e expanded piece is square and has size L × L. As in Section 3, each row and column
has n nodes. �e distance between any two neighbouring nodes is d = L

n−1 . �e nodes are numbered
from 1 to n2, starting bo�om le� and ending top right. �is means that a node with coordinate (i, j)
corresponds to (j − 1) · n+ i. For the fabric itself, all assumptions of Section 2.1 and 3.1 still hold. �at
means the springs of the mass-spring system are all equal and have negligible mass, all masses have the
same massm, and the masses will only move in vertical direction. For the wire, it is also assumed that the
nodes will only move in vertical direction. �e springs at the corners may be di�erent than the springs
of the spring-mass system. �ese four springs are, however, equal to each other, and all have length b.

�ree cases must be distinguished:

• the node is a part of the fabric (interior node);

• the node is on the edge, but not on a corner (edge node);

• the node is on a corner (corner node).
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For the �rst case, let node i be an interior node. �is corresponds to an interior node in Section 3.1. For
such an interior node, we found the equation

z̈i = −cd ((zi − zi−1) + (zi − zi+1) + (zi − zi−n) + (zi − zi+n)) ,

where cd = Fs

m·d and Fs is the force caused by a spring.

For the edge nodes, a similar method as in Section 5.2 can be used. �e wire is a continuous square wire.
It is assumed that it will behave similarly to a circular wire. Each edge node is connected to two other
nodes on the edge, and one interior node. It is connected to the interior through a spring. �is means
that, as is Section 5.2, we have for edge nodes on the lower or upper edge{

ω2zi = cw (zi+2 − 4zi+1 + 6zi − 4zi−1 + zi−2) + crzi+n for i ∈ {3, ..., n− 2}
ω2zi = cw (zi+2 − 4zi+1 + 6zi − 4zi−1 + zi−2) + crzi−n for i ∈ {(n− 1)n+ 3, ..., n2 − 2}

Here, cw = EI
µd4 and cr = Fs

d2µ . �e equations for node 2, n − 1, (n − 1)n + 2 and n2 − 1 are slightly
di�erent, because the wire crosses a corner. For node 2, for example, we have

ω2z2 = cw (z4 − 4z3 + 6z2 − 4z1 + zn+1) + crzn+2.

For nodes n− 1, (n− 1)n+ 2 and n2 − 1, the result is similar.

Similarly, for edge nodes on the le� and right edge, we have{
ω2zi = cw (zi+2n − 4zi+n + 6zi − 4zi−n + zi−2n) + crzi+1 for i ∈ {2n+ 1, ..., (n− 3)n+ 1}
ω2zi = cw (zi+2n − 4zi+n + 6zi − 4zi−n + zi−2n) + crzi−1 for i ∈ {2n, ..., (n− 3)n}.

Nodes n+ 1, (n− 2)n+ 1, 2n and (n− 1)n again have slightly di�erent equations as the wire crosses a
corner.

Finally, the corner nodes are the same as the nodes that are a�ached to a spring in Section 5.2. �erefore,
for a corner node i ∈ {1, n, (n− 1)n+ 1, n2} we have

ω2zi = cw (zi+2 − 4zi+1 + 6zi − 4zi−1 + zi−2) + cszi,

where cs = Fc

bµd .

6.2 Eigenmodes of a piece of fabric with reinforced edges

�e system of equations can be combined into a matrix equation Az = ω2z, where

A =



E B C
G D F C
C F D F C

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C F D F C

C F D G
C B E


and z =



z1
z2
z3
...

zn2−2
zn2−1
zn2


.

Note that each row of the matrix corresponds to one node. �is means that the �rst and last n rows of
the matrix correspond to the lower and upper edge, respectively. �erefore, the �rst and last matrix on
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the diagonal is

E =



6cw + cs −4cw cw
−4cw 6cw −4cw cw
cw −4cw 6cw −4cw cw

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
cw −4cw 6cw −4cw cw

cw −4cw 6cw −4cw
cw −4cw 6cw + cs


∈ Rn×n.

Because rows 1, n, (n− 1)n+ 1 and n2 correspond to corner nodes, we have for matrices B and C

B =


−4cw
cw cr

. . .
cr cw
−4cw

 ∈ Rn×n and C =


cw

0
. . .

0
cw

 ∈ Rn×n.

Edge nodes on the le� edge correspond to rows jn + 1, j ∈ {1, ..., n − 2} and edge nodes on the right
edge correspond to rows jn, j ∈ {2, ..., n − 1}. All nodes in between edge nodes on the le� and right
edges, are interior nodes. �erefore, we have

D =


6cw cr
cd −4cd cd

. . .
cd −4cd cd

cr 6cw

 ∈ Rn×n and F =


−4cw

cd
. . .

cd
−4cw

 ∈ Rn×n.

Because nodes n+ 1, 2n, (n− 2)n+ 1 and (n− 1)n are next to a corner node,

G =


−4cw cw

cd
. . .

cd
cw −4cw

 ∈ Rn×n.

�e eigenmodes of Az = ω2z were computed using MATLAB. As in Section 5.2, we haveE = 2 ·1011 Pa
, I ≈ 7.85398 · 10−13 m4, µ ≈ 2.52898 · 10−2 kgm−1 and b = 0.05 m. For an expanded piece of fabric
of size 1× 1 m, and for n = 150, we have d = 1

149 ≈ 0.00671141 m. Assume the weight of the fabric is
250 g/m2. �en each interior node has mass m ≈ 0.25

n2−4n ≈ 1.14155 · 10−5 kg. �e parameters cd, cw, cr
and cs each have unit 1/s2, and


cd = Fs

md ≈ 1.30524 · 107Fs,
cw = EI

µd4 ≈ 3.0614 · 109,
cr = Fs

d2µ ≈ 8.77864 · 105Fs,
cs = Fc

bµd ≈ 1.17834 · 105Fc
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6.2.1 Analysis of the eigenmodes of a piece of fabric with reinforced edges

Figure 28: First three eigenmodes of a piece of fabric with 150× 150, where Fs = Fc = 1

Figure 28 shows the �rst three eigenmodes of a piece of fabric with 150 × 150 nodes, where Fs and Fc
are both set to 1. �e �rst three Chladni �gures are similar to the ones for a simple piece of fabric. For
higher eigenmodes, we see that the Chladni �gures closely resemble those for a piece of fabric with �xed
edges, as shown in Figure 29. Note that for the simple piece of fabric, the 6th eigenvalue coincides with
the 5th, the 12th eigenvalue coincides with the 13th and the 18th eigenvalue coincides with the 19th. �is
means that using di�erent starting vectors for �nding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in MATLAB, can
give slightly di�erent result. �is way, we can �nd for the 12th eigenmode of a simple piece of fabric,
the same Chladni �gure as was found for the 13th eigenmode of a piece with reinforced edges. �e same
holds for the 18th eigenmode. �erefore, we can conclude that the Chladni �gures for a piece of fabric
with reinforced edges are similar to the ones for a simple piece of fabric with �xed edges.

Figure 29: Contour plots for a piece of fabric of 150× 150 nodes. �e top row shows eigenmodes 6, 12
and 18 for a simple piece of fabric with �xed edges. �e bo�om row shows eigenmodes 5, 13 and 18 for
a piece of fabric with reinforced edges, where Fs = Fc = 1.
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Figure 30 shows the 16th eigenmode of a square piece of fabric with 150 nodes, where Fc and Fs are
both equal to 1. �e blue line indicates the base level and the asterisks indicate the corner nodes. �e
corner nodes hardly move away from zero, which suggests that the springs are very sti�. However, we
�nd similar results for other values of Fc and Fs. �e corner node only move away further from zero,
when the edge is more sti�.

Figure 30: Eigenmode 16 of a piece of fabric with 150× 150 nodes, where Fs = Fc = 1

6.2.2 Eigenmodes of a piece of fabric with reinforced edges for varying values of Fs and Fc

Figure 31: Contour plots of eigenmodes 5, 13 and 18 of a piece of fabric with 150 × 150 nodes, where
in the �rst row Fs = Fc = 1, in the second row Fs = 100 and Fc = 1 and in the third row Fs = 1 and
Fc = 100
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Figure 31 shows the contour plots of eigenmodes 5, 13 and 18 of a piece of fabric with 150× 150 nodes.
In the �rst row, both Fs and Fc were chosen to be one. In the second row, Fs = 100 and Fc = 1, and in
the third row, Fs = 1 and Fc = 100. �e Chladni �gures for the 5th and 13th eigenmodes coincide for any
of the values for Fc and Fs. For the 18th eigenmode, they seem to di�er signi�cantly. However, this can
be explained by the fact that for each of the values of Fc and Fs, the 18th and 19th eigenvalues coincide.
Similarly to the simple piece of fabric in Section 3.2, the Chladni �gures for these repeated eigenmodes
depend on the starting vector that is used in MATLAB to compute the eigenvalues and eigenmodes. �e
Chladni �gure for the 18th eigenmode where Fs = Fc = 1 seems to di�er signi�cantly from the others.
However, the Chladni �gures that were found for other values of Fs and Fc can be found for the piece of
fabric where Fs = Fc = 1 as well, when using other starting vectors. �erefore, it can be concluded that
the Chladni �gures do not change when Fs and Fc are changed.

6.3 Eigenmodes of a piece of fabric with reinforced edges and extra springs
along the edges

To make the piece of fabric more stable, more springs can be added to the edges. Assume that each edge
has the same number of springs. Let v be the number of extra springs added to all edges. �en, for the
bo�om edge, springs are added to the nodes bsn−1v+1 c + 1, for s ∈ {1, ..., v}. �is means that in each(
bsn−1v+1 c+ 1

)
st row of matrix A, the

(
bsn−1v+1 c+ 1

)
st element is changed to 6cw + cs. In the same way,

because of springs a�ached to the other edges, the
(
n (n− 1) + bs n−1m+1c+ 1

)
st,
(
bs n−1m+1cn+ 1

)
st and((

bs n−1m+1c+ 1
)
n
)

th diagonal elements are changed to 6cw + cs.

Figure 32: Contour plots of eigenmodes 5, 13 and 18 of a piece of fabric with 150× 150 nodes, where in
the �rst row v = 0, in the second row v = 3 and in the third row v = 75
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�e top row of Figure 32 shows the contour plots of eigenmodes 5, 13 and 18 for Fs = Fc = 1, with no
extra springs a�ached to the edges. �e middle row shows the contour plots for the same eigenmodes
for a piece of fabric with 3 extra springs a�ached to each side. �e bo�om row shows the contour plots
for a piece of fabric with 75 extra spring a�ached to each side. Note that, in each case, the 18th and 19th

eigenvalue coincide. �e Chladni �gure for the 18th eigenmode seems to be di�erent when there are
no extra springs a�ached to the edges. However, when using a di�erent starting vector for �nding the
eigenvalues and eigenmodes in MATLAB, we �nd the same Chladni �gure as for the pieces of fabric with
extra springs a�ached to the edges. We �nd the same results for other eigenmodes and for other values of
Fc and Fs. �erefore, we can conclude that adding extra springs to the edges does not a�ect the Chladni
�gures.

Figure 33: Eigenmode 6 of a piece of fabric with 150 × 150 nodes, where Fs = Fc = 1, Fs = 1 and
Fc = 104, respectively

From the eigenmodes we can see how the behaviour of the edges is a�ected by the springs for various
values of Fc and Fs. Figure 33 shows the sixth eigenmode for a piece of fabric with 3 extra springs
a�ached to each edge. In the �rst plot, where Fs and Fc are both equal to 1, the springs do not seem to
have a big e�ect. However, in the second plot, where Fc is much larger, the nodes that are a�ached to a
string hardly move away from zero. For the springs to a�ect the edges, Fc needs to be rather large.
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7 Conclusion
In this report, a piece of fabric was modelled as a two-dimensional spring-mass system. It was found
that the Chladni �gures of a rectangular piece of fabric are much less complex than those of a square
piece. Furthermore, the state of the edges can a�ect the results. For example, �xing only the corners of
the piece of fabric, gives Chladni �gures that look like stretched versions of those of a piece of fabric that
has fully-�xed edges. Reinforcing the edges with a metal wire and �xing the corners by a spring, does
not seem to give di�erent results than the simple piece of fabric with �xed edges. Furthermore, varying
the properties of the fabric and the springs, and adding extra springs to the edges, does not seem to give
di�erent Chladni �gures either. Varying the type of springs and the number of springs a�ached to the
edges, does however, a�ect the behaviour of the edges: for more springs and more sti� springs, the edges
behave as �xed points.

What the Chladni �gures will look like in each of these cases, is shown in some �gures in this report,
and can be computed by the MATLAB script in Appendix B. However, for repeated eigenvalues, the
resulting Chladni �gures can di�er depending on a starting vector that is used to �nd the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors in MATLAB. �is means that, to know what the Chladni �gures will look like precisely,
experiments should be conducted.
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Appendices

A MATLAB function for sparse Toeplitz matrices
�is function was used to create sparse Toeplitz matrices.

Driscoll, T. (11 December 2006). Sparse Toeplitz matrix construction (�rst version), MATLAB Central File
Exchange. Retrieved 2 May 2020.

function T = sptoeplitz(col,row)
% SPTOEPLITZ Sparse Toeplitz matrix.
% SPTOEPLITZ(C,R) produces a sparse nonsymmetric Toeplitz matrix having
% C as its first column and R as its first row. Neither C nor R needs to

5 % be sparse. No full-size dense matrices are formed.
%
% SPTOEPLITZ(R) is a sparse symmetric/Hermitian Toeplitz matrix.
%
% Examples:

10 % sptoeplitz( real( (1i).^(0:8) ) ) % 9x9, 41 nonzeros
% sptoeplitz( [-2 1 zeros(1,9998)] ); % classic 2nd difference
%
% See also TOEPLITZ, SPDIAGS.

15 % Copyright (c) 2006 by Tobin Driscoll (tobin.driscoll@gmail.com).
% First version, 11 December 2006.

% This part is borrowed from built-in Toeplitz.
if nargin < 2 % symmetric case

20 col(1) = conj(col(1)); row = col; col = conj(col);
else

if col(1)˜=row(1)
warning('MATLAB:sptoeplitz:DiagonalConflict',['First element of ' ...
'input column does not match first element of input row. ' ...

25 '\n Column wins diagonal conflict.'])
end

end

% Size of result.
30 m = length(col(:)); n = length(row(:));

% Locate the nonzero diagonals.
[ic,jc,sc] = find(col(:));
row(1) = 0; % not used

35 [ir,jr,sr] = find(row(:));

% Use spdiags for construction.
d = [ ir-1; 1-ic ];
B = repmat( [ sr; sc ].', min(m,n),1 );

40 T = spdiags( B,d,m,n );

B MATLAB script for string and canvas
%% Script using sparse matrices
%% 1D stationary
% *Plot eigenmodes for 1D setting*
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5 n = 100; %Choose number of nodes
typeProblem = 0; %Options are 0 for basic, 1 for one_loose
%%
% Define matrix for 1D situation

10 oneDMat = sptoeplitz([-2 1 zeros(1,n-2)]); %Sparse Toeplitz matrix, nxn
oneDMat(n,n) = -2+typeProblem; %Difference between having the endpoint fixed

or not
%%
% Compute and plot eigenmodes

15 nEig = 3; %Choose number of eigenvalues to compute

[evec, eval] = eigs(oneDMat, nEig, 'largestreal'); %Compute nEig largest
eigenvalues and their eigenvectors

if typeProblem == 0
evec = [zeros(1,nEig); evec; zeros(1,nEig)]; %Add fixed points at both

ends
20 else

evec = [zeros(1,nEig); evec]; %Add fixed points at one end
end
clf
hold off;

25 plot(evec, '-')
xlim([1 n+2-typeProblem]);
title("First " + nEig + " eigenmodes");
legend(cellstr(num2str([1:nEig]')), 'Location','northeastoutside' );
%% 1D time dependent

30 % *Plot solutions of differential equation for 1D setting*

solNr = 3; %Choose which solution to plot (there are 2*nEig solutions)
t = linspace(0, 98, 51); %Choose timeframe
%%

35 % Compute value of solution of differential equation for each time step

solDE = cell(1,2*nEig);
for j = 1:nEig %For each solution create real combinations

solDE{2*j-1} = 1/2.*(evec(:,j).*exp(sqrt(eval(j,j))*t) + evec(:,j).*exp(-
sqrt(eval(j,j))*t)); %cos

40 solDE{2*j} = -1i/2*(evec(:,j).*exp(sqrt(eval(j,j))*t)-evec(:,j).*exp(-sqrt
(eval(j,j))*t)); %sin

end
%%
% Plot solutions of differential equation

45 for j = 1:length(t) %Plot the chosen solution
plot(solDE{solNr}(:,j), '-');
axis([1 n+2-typeProblem min(solDE{solNr}(:)) max(solDE{solNr}(:))]);
title("Solution " + solNr + ", timeframe [" + t(1) + ", " + t(length(t)) +

"]");
pause(0.001);

50 end
%% 2D stationary
% *Plot eigenmodes for 2D setting*

n = 50; %Maximum x-coordinate of grid
55 k = 50; %Maximum y-coordinate of grid
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typeProblem2D = 0; %Options are 0 for basic, 1 for one_loose and 2 for
four_loose and 3 for completely loose

%%
% Construct matrix

60 diagBlock = -sptoeplitz([4 -1 zeros(1,n-2)]); %Diagonal block matrix
twoDMat = sparse([n+1:n*k 1:n*(k-1)], [1:n*(k-1) n+1:n*k], ones(1,2*n*(k-1)),

n*k, n*k, (n+2*(n-1))*k); %Create sparse matrix containing the upper and
lower diagonal blocks, of size nk-by-nk with room to hold enough nonzeros

if typeProblem2D == 0
diagBlockCell = repmat({diagBlock}, 1, k); %Blocks to put on diagonal

elseif typeProblem2D == 1
65 diagBlockLoose = -sptoeplitz([3 -1 zeros(1,n-2)]); %Diagonal block matrix

for one loose edge
diagBlockCell = repmat({diagBlock}, 1, k); %Blocks to put on diagonal
diagBlockCell{1} = diagBlockLoose;

elseif typeProblem2D == 2
diagBlockLooseEnd = -sptoeplitz([3 -1 zeros(1,n-2)]); %Define first and

last diagonal block for 4 loose edges
70 diagBlockLooseEnd(1,1) = -4;

diagBlockLooseEnd(n,n) = -4;
diagBlockLooseMiddle = -sptoeplitz([4 -1 zeros(1,n-2)]); %Define middle

diagonal blocks for 4 loose edges
diagBlockLooseMiddle(1,1) = -3;
diagBlockLooseMiddle(n,n) = -3;

75 diagBlockCell = repmat({diagBlockLooseMiddle}, 1, k); %Blocks to put on
diagonal

diagBlockCell{1} = diagBlockLooseEnd;
diagBlockCell{n} = diagBlockLooseEnd;

else
diagBlockLooseEnd = -sptoeplitz([3 -1 zeros(1,n-2)]); %Define first and

last diagonal block for 4 loose edges
80 diagBlockLooseMiddle = -sptoeplitz([4 -1 zeros(1,n-2)]); %Define middle

diagonal blocks for 4 loose edges
diagBlockLooseMiddle(1,1) = -3;
diagBlockLooseMiddle(n,n) = -3;
diagBlockCell = repmat({diagBlockLooseMiddle}, 1, k); %Blocks to put on

diagonal
diagBlockCell{1} = diagBlockLooseEnd;

85 diagBlockCell{n} = diagBlockLooseEnd;
end
twoDMat = twoDMat + blkdiag(diagBlockCell{:}); %Combine diagonal blocks and

upper- and lower diagonal blocks

full(twoDMat);
90 %%

% Compute and plot eigenmodes

nEig2D = 20; %Choose number of eigenvalues to compute
[evec2D, eval2D] = eigs(twoDMat, nEig2D, 'smallestabs'); %Compute the nEig2D

smallest eigenvalues and their eigenvectors
95 %%

eigNr = 14; %Choose which eigenmode to display (there are nEig2D eigenmodes)

thisEvec = reshape(evec2D(:,eigNr),[n,k])'; %Convert eigenvector to matrix
shape corresponding to grid

if typeProblem2D == 0
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100 thisEvec = [zeros(k+2,1) [zeros(1,n); thisEvec; zeros(1,n)] zeros(k+2,1)];
%Add fixed points at all ends

elseif typeProblem2D == 1
thisEvec = [zeros(k+1,1) [thisEvec; zeros(1,n)] zeros(k+1,1)]; %Add fixed

points at all ends except 1
end
%%

105 % Plot chosen eigenmode

if or(typeProblem2D == 2, typeProblem2D == 3)
[X,Y] = meshgrid(1:n,1:k);

else
110 [X,Y] = meshgrid(1:n+2,1:k+2-typeProblem2D);

end

clf
surfc(X,Y,thisEvec, 'EdgeColor', [0.2 0.2 0.2]) %Plot eigenmode

115 colormap default

if eigNr == 1
title(eigNr + "st eigenmode");

elseif eigNr == 2
120 title(eigNr + "nd eigenmode");

elseif eigNr == 3
title(eigNr + "rd eigenmode");

else
title(eigNr + "th eigenmode");

125 end

view([-43.4511 21.8257])
%%
% Plot chosen eigenmode as a contour plot

130

clf
pcolor(X,Y,abs(thisEvec)) %Plot eigenmode
colormap(flipud(gray));
shading interp;

135 title(eigNr + "th eigenmode");
%% 2D time dependent
% *Plot solutions of differential equation for 2D setting*

t = linspace(0, 82, 51); %Choose timeframe
140 solNr2D = 14; %Choose which solution to plot (there are 2*nEig2D solutions)

%%
% Compute value of solution of differential equation for each time step

solDE2D = cell(1,2*nEig2D);
145 for j = 1:nEig2D %For each solution create real combinations

solDE2D{2*j-1} = 1/2.*(evec2D(:,j).*exp(sqrt(eval2D(j,j))*t) + evec2D(:,j)
.*exp(-sqrt(eval2D(j,j))*t)); %cos

solDE2D{2*j} = -1i/2*(evec2D(:,j).*exp(sqrt(eval2D(j,j))*t)-evec2D(:,j).*
exp(-sqrt(eval2D(j,j))*t)); %sin

end
%%

150 % Plot solutions of differential equation

for j = 1:length(t) %Plot the chosen solution
if or(typeProblem2D == 2, typeProblem2D ==3)
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[X,Y] = meshgrid(1:n,1:k);
155 else

[X,Y] = meshgrid(1:n+2,1:k+2-typeProblem2D);
end

thisSolDE = solDE2D{solNr2D}(:,j);
160 thisSolDE = reshape(thisSolDE, [n,k])'; %Convert eigenvector to matrix

shape corresponding to grid
if typeProblem2D == 0

thisSolDE = [zeros(k+2,1) [zeros(1,n); thisSolDE; zeros(1,n)] zeros(k
+2,1)]; %Add fixed points at all ends

elseif typeProblem2D == 1
thisSolDE = [zeros(k+1,1) [thisSolDE; zeros(1,n)] zeros(k+1,1)]; %Add

fixed points at all ends except 1
165 end

surfc(X,Y,thisSolDE, 'EdgeColor', [0.2 0.2 0.2])
colormap default
axis([1 n+2 1 k+2 min(solDE2D{solNr2D}(:)) max(solDE2D{solNr2D}(:))]);

170 title("Solution " + solNr2D + ", timeframe [" + t(1) + ", " + t(length(t))
+ "]");

drawnow
pause(0.0001);

end
175 %%

% Plot solutions of differential equation as contour plot

for j = 1:length(t) %Plot the chosen solution
if or(typeProblem2D == 2, typeProblem2D == 3)

180 [X,Y] = meshgrid(1:n,1:k);
else

[X,Y] = meshgrid(1:n+2,1:k+2-typeProblem2D);
end

185 thisSolDE = solDE2D{solNr2D}(:,j);
thisSolDE = reshape(thisSolDE, [n,k])'; %Convert eigenvector to matrix

shape corresponding to grid
if typeProblem2D == 0

thisSolDE = [zeros(k+2,1) [zeros(1,n); thisSolDE; zeros(1,n)] zeros(k
+2,1)]; %Add fixed points at all ends

elseif typeProblem2D == 1
190 thisSolDE = [zeros(k+1,1) [thisSolDE; zeros(1,n)] zeros(k+1,1)]; %Add

fixed points at all ends except 1
end

pcolor(X,Y,abs(thisSolDE)) %Plot the absolute values of the displacement
colormap(flipud(gray));

195 shading interp;
caxis([0 0.05]);
title("Solution " + solNr2D + ", timeframe [" + t(1) + ", " + t(length(t))

+ "]");
drawnow
pause(0.0001);

200 end
%% 2D with metal edge and m extra springs per side
% *Plot eigenmodes for 2D setting*
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n = 150; %Maximum x/y-coordinate of grid
205 m = 0; %number of extra strings per side

Fcanvas = 1;
Fcorner = 10;

E = 2*10ˆ11;
210 I = 7.85398*10ˆ-13;

mu = 2.52898*10ˆ-2;
mass = 0.25/(nˆ2-4*n);
b = 0.05;
d = 1/(n-1);

215

ccanvas = Fcanvas/(mass*d) %canvas
cedge = (E*I)/(mu*dˆ4) %edge
cedgesh = Fcanvas/(mu*dˆ2) %edge to canvas
ccorner = (Fcorner)/(b*mu*d) %spring at corner

220 %%
% Construct matrix

ymat = [n+1:nˆ2 1:n*(n-1) ... %middle: spring below, spring above
n+1:n:(n-2)*n+1 n+1:n:(n-2)*n+1 ... %left edge lower neighbours

225 n+1:n:(n-2)*n+1 n+1:n:(n-2)*n+1 ... %left edge upper neighbours
2*n:n:(n-1)*n 2*n:n:(n-1)*n ... %right edge lower neighbours
2*n:n:(n-1)*n 2*n:n:(n-1)*n ... %right edge upper neighbours
];

xmat = [1:n*(n-1) n+1:nˆ2 ... %middle: spring below, spring above
230 2*n+1:n:(n-1)*n+1 3*n+1:n:(n-1)*n+1 (n-1)*n+2 ... %left edge lower

neighbours
1 n+1:n:(n-3)*n+1 2 1:n:(n-4)*n+1 ... %left edge upper neighbours
3*n:n:nˆ2 4*n:n:nˆ2 nˆ2-1 ... %right edge lower neighbours
n:n:(n-2)*n n-1 n:n:(n-3)*n ... %right edge upper neighbours
];

235 valmat = [ccanvas*ones(1,n*(n-1)-n) cedgesh*ones(1,n) cedgesh*ones(1,n)
ccanvas*ones(1,n*(n-1)-n) ... %spring below, spring above
(-4*cedge-ccanvas)*ones(1,n-2) cedge*ones(1,n-2) ... %left edge lower

neighbours (-ccanvas compensates for ccanvas*ones that shouldn't be in
this location)

(-4*cedge-ccanvas)*ones(1,n-2) cedge*ones(1,n-2) ... %left edge upper
neighbours (-ccanvas compensates for ccanvas*ones that shouldn't be in
this location)

(-4*cedge-ccanvas)*ones(1,n-2) cedge*ones(1,n-2) ... %right edge lower
neighbours (-ccanvas compensates for ccanvas*ones that shouldn't be in
this location)

(-4*cedge-ccanvas)*ones(1,n-2) cedge*ones(1,n-2) ... %right edge upper
neihgbours (-ccanvas compensates for ccanvas*ones that shouldn't be in
this location)

240 ];

twoDMat = sparse(ymat, xmat, valmat, nˆ2, nˆ2, 2*(n+2*(n-1))*n); %Create
sparse matrix containing everything except diagonal blocks, of size nk-by-
nk with room to hold enough nonzeros

diagBlockUpLowEdge = sptoeplitz([6*cedge -4*cedge cedge zeros(1,n-3) ]); %
Define first/last diagonal block (upper/lower edge)

245 diagBlockUpLowEdge(1,1) = diagBlockUpLowEdge(1,1) + ccorner;
diagBlockUpLowEdge(n,n) = diagBlockUpLowEdge(n,n) + ccorner;

twoDMat(1,n+1) = -4*cedge; %lower neighbour of node in upper left corner
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twoDMat(1,2*n+1) = cedge; %second lower neighbour of node in upper left corner
250 twoDMat(n,2*n) = -4*cedge; %lower neighbour of node in upper right corner

twoDMat(n,3*n) = cedge; %second lower neighbour of node in upper right corner
twoDMat((n-1)*n+1,(n-2)*n+1) = -4*cedge; %upper neighbour of node in lower

left corner
twoDMat((n-1)*n+1,(n-3)*n+1) = cedge; %second upper neighbour of node in lower

left corner
twoDMat(nˆ2,(n-1)*n) = -4*cedge; %upper neighbour of node in lower right

corner
255 twoDMat(nˆ2,(n-2)*n) = cedge; %second upper neighbour of node in lower right

corner

twoDMat(2,n+1) = cedge; %second neighbour of node 2
twoDMat(n-1,2*n) = cedge; %second neighbour of node n-1
twoDMat(2*n,n-1) = cedge; %second neighbour of node 2n

260 twoDMat((n-1)*n,nˆ2-1) = cedge; %second neighbour of node (n-2)n
twoDMat(nˆ2-1,(n-1)*n) = cedge; %second neighbour of node n^2-1
twoDMat((n-1)*n+2,(n-2)*n+1) = cedge; %second neighbour of node (n-1)n+2
twoDMat((n-2)*n+1,(n-1)*n+2) = cedge; %second neighbour of node (n-2)n+1
twoDMat(n+1,2) = cedge; %second neighbour of node n+1

265

diagBlockMiddle = sptoeplitz([-4*ccanvas ccanvas zeros(1,n-2)]);
diagBlockMiddle(1,2) = cedgesh;
diagBlockMiddle(n,n-1) = cedgesh;
diagBlockMiddle(1,1) = 6*cedge; %first row corresponds to node on left edge

270 diagBlockMiddle(n,n) = 6*cedge; %last row corresponds to node on right edge

diagBlockCell = repmat({diagBlockMiddle}, 1, n); %Blocks to put on diagonal
diagBlockCell{1} = diagBlockUpLowEdge;
diagBlockCell{n} = diagBlockUpLowEdge;

275

for s = 1:m %extra springs
twoDMat(floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1), floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1)) = ccorner; %lower

edge
twoDMat(floor(n*(n-1)+s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1), floor(n*(n-1)+s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1)) =

ccorner; %upper edge
twoDMat(floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1))*n+1, floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1))*n+1) = ccorner; %

left edge
280 twoDMat(floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1)*n, floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1)*n) = ccorner; %

right edge
end

twoDMat = twoDMat + blkdiag(diagBlockCell{:}); %Combine diagonal blocks and
upper- and lower diagonal blocks

%%
285 % Compute and plot eigenmodes

nEig2D = 20; %Choose number of eigenvalues to compute
[evec2D, eval2D] = eigs(twoDMat, nEig2D, 'smallestabs'); %Compute the nEig2D

smallest eigenvalues and their eigenvectors
%%

290 for eigNr = 1:nEig2D
%eigNr = 1; %Choose which eigenmode to display (there are nEig2D

eigenmodes)

thisEvec = reshape(evec2D(:,eigNr),[n,n])'; %Convert eigenvector to matrix
shape corresponding to grid

%%
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295 % Plot chosen eigenmode

[X,Y] = meshgrid(1:n,1:n);
clf
surfc(X,Y,thisEvec, 'EdgeColor', [0.2 0.2 0.2]) %Plot eigenmode

300 colormap default

hold on
xcoos = [1:n n*ones(1,n) n:-1:1 ones(1,n)];
ycoos = [ones(1,n) 1:n n*ones(1,n) n:-1:1];

305 plot3(xcoos, ycoos, zeros(1,4*n), 'c-'); %plot the zero-square
plot3(1, 1, thisEvec(1,1), 'k*');%, 'MarkerSize'); %mark point 1
plot3(n, 1, thisEvec(1,n), 'k*'); %mark point n
plot3(1, n, thisEvec(n,1), 'k*'); %mark point (n-1)n+1
plot3(n, n, thisEvec(n,n), 'k*'); %mark point n^2

310 for s = 1:m %extra springs
plot3(1, floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1), thisEvec(floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1), 1),

'k*');
plot3(floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1), 1, thisEvec(1, floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1)),

'k*');
plot3(floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1), n, thisEvec(n, floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1)),

'k*');
plot3(n, floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1), thisEvec(floor(s*(n-1)/(m+1)+1), n),

'k*');
315 end

if eigNr == 1
title(eigNr + "st eigenmode");

elseif eigNr == 2
320 title(eigNr + "nd eigenmode");

elseif eigNr == 3
title(eigNr + "rd eigenmode");

else
title(eigNr + "th eigenmode");

325 end

view([-54.2846 9.8047])
saveas(gcf, sprintf('%d%dem%dnsprings%d.png',Fcanvas, Fcorner, eigNr, m))

%%
330 % Plot chosen eigenmode as a contour plot

clf
pcolor(X,Y,abs(thisEvec)) %Plot eigenmode
colormap(flipud(gray));

335 shading interp;
if eigNr == 1

title(eigNr + "st eigenmode");
elseif eigNr == 2

title(eigNr + "nd eigenmode");
340 elseif eigNr == 3

title(eigNr + "rd eigenmode");
else

title(eigNr + "th eigenmode");
end

345 saveas(gcf,sprintf('%d%dem%dnsprings%dc.png',Fcanvas, Fcorner, eigNr,m))
end
%% 2D time dependent (Extra springs)
% *Plot solutions of differential equation for 2D setting*
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350 t = linspace(0, 50, 51); %Choose timeframe
solNr2D = 8; %Choose which solution to plot (there are 2*nEig2D solutions)
%%
% Compute value of solution of differential equation for each time step

355 solDE2D = cell(1,2*nEig2D);
for j = 1:nEig2D %For each solution create real combinations

solDE2D{2*j-1} = 1/2.*(evec2D(:,j).*exp(sqrt(eval2D(j,j))*t) + evec2D(:,j)
.*exp(-sqrt(eval2D(j,j))*t)); %cos

solDE2D{2*j} = -1i/2*(evec2D(:,j).*exp(sqrt(eval2D(j,j))*t)-evec2D(:,j).*
exp(-sqrt(eval2D(j,j))*t)); %sin

end
360 %%

% Plot solutions of differential equation

for j = 1:length(t) %Plot the chosen solution
[X,Y] = meshgrid(1:n,1:n);

365

thisSolDE = solDE2D{solNr2D}(:,j);
thisSolDE = reshape(thisSolDE, [n,n])'; %Convert eigenvector to matrix

shape corresponding to grid
clf
surfc(X,Y,thisSolDE)

370 colormap default
axis([1 n+2 1 n+2 min(solDE2D{solNr2D}(:)) max(solDE2D{solNr2D}(:))]);
title("Solution " + solNr2D + ", timeframe [" + t(1) + ", " + t(length(t))

+ "]");
drawnow
pause(0.0001);

375 end

C MATLAB script for beam and wire
%% Script using sparse matrices
%% 1D stationary metal beam, clamped on one end
% *Plot eigenmodes for 1D setting*

5 n = 50; %Choose number of nodes
%%
% Define matrix for 1D situation

oneDMat = sptoeplitz([6 -4 1 zeros(1,n-3)]); %Sparse Toeplitz matrix, nxn
10

oneDMat(1,1) = 7;

oneDMat(n-1,n-1) = 5;
oneDMat(n-1,n) = -2;

15

oneDMat(n,n-2) = 2;
oneDMat(n,n-1) = -4;
oneDMat(n,n) = 2;

20 full(oneDMat)
%%
% Compute and plot eigenmodes
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nEig = 3; %Choose number of eigenvalues to compute
25

[evec, eval] = eigs(oneDMat, nEig, ['smallestreal']); %Compute nEig smallest
eigenvalues and their eigenvectors

evec = [zeros(1,nEig); evec]; %Add fixed points at one end
clf
hold off;

30 plot(evec, '.-')
xlim([1 n+1])
title("First " + nEig + " eigenmodes");
legend(cellstr(num2str([1:nEig]')), 'Location','northeastoutside' );
%% 2D circle; no fixed points

35 % Define matrix for 2D boundary situation

n = 100; %Choose number of nodes

twoDMat = sptoeplitz([6 -4 1 zeros(1,n-3)]); %Sparse Toeplitz matrix, nxn
40 twoDMat(1,n-1) = 1;

twoDMat(1,n) = -4;
twoDMat(2,n) = 1;
twoDMat(n-1,1) = 1;
twoDMat(n,1) = -4;

45 twoDMat(n,2) = 1;
full(twoDMat)
%%
% Compute and plot shape of eigenmodes

50 nEig = 10; %Choose number of eigenvalues to compute

[evec, eval] = eigs(twoDMat, nEig, ['smallestreal']); %Compute nEig smallest
eigenvalues and their eigenvectors

clf
hold off;

55 plot(evec, '.-')
xlim([1 n]);
title("First " + nEig + " eigenmodes");
legend(cellstr(num2str([1:nEig]')), 'Location','northeastoutside' );
%%

60 % Plot eigenmodes in 3D

eigNr = 1; %Choose which eigenmode to display (there are nEig eigenvalues)

clf;
65 theta = 0:2*pi/(n):2*pi; %angle theta for n points

zdir = [evec(:,eigNr)' evec(1,eigNr)]; %zdir is the vector containing the z
coordinates

v = null([0 0 1]);
points = repmat([0 0 0]', 1, size(theta,2)) + 1*(v(:,1)*cos(theta) + v(:,2)*

sin(theta)); %flat circle with radius 0.5
plot3(points(1,:), points(2,:), zdir, 'r-'); %plot the chosen eigenmode along

the circle
70 hold on;

plot3(points(1,:), points(2,:), zeros(1,n+1), 'c-'); %plot zero-circle

if eigNr == 1
title(eigNr + "st eigenmode");

75 elseif eigNr == 2
title(eigNr + "nd eigenmode");
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elseif eigNr == 3
title(eigNr + "rd eigenmode");

else
80 title(eigNr + "th eigenmode");

end
zlim([-1 1]);
xlabel('x');
ylabel('y');

85 zlabel('z');
view([-26.72 13.65]);
%% 2D circle; 4 fixed points
% Define matrix for 2D boundary situation

90 k = 20; %Choose number of nodes per "side"
n = 4*k;
Fc = 10ˆ3;

EE = 2*10ˆ11;
95 II = 7.85398*10ˆ-13;

mu = 2.52898*10ˆ-2;
b = 0.05;
h = 1/n;

100 cedge = (EE*II)/(mu*hˆ4);
ccorner = Fc/(b*mu*h);

twoDMat = sptoeplitz(cedge*[6 -4 1 zeros(1,n-3)]); %Sparse Toeplitz matrix,
nxn

twoDMat(1,n-1) = 1*cedge;
105 twoDMat(1,n) = -4*cedge;

twoDMat(2,n) = 1*cedge;
twoDMat(n-1,1) = 1*cedge;
twoDMat(n,1) = -4*cedge;
twoDMat(n,2) = 1*cedge;

110

%4 points fixed with a spring
twoDMat(1,1) = twoDMat(1,1) + ccorner;
twoDMat(k+1,k+1) = twoDMat(k+1,k+1) +ccorner;
twoDMat(2*k+1,2*k+1) = twoDMat(2*k+1,2*k+1) + ccorner;

115 twoDMat(3*k+1,3*k+1) = twoDMat(3*k+1,3*k+1) + ccorner;

full(twoDMat)
%%
% Compute and plot shape of eigenmodes

120

nEig = 10; %Choose number of eigenvalues to compute

[evec, eval] = eigs(twoDMat, nEig, ['smallestreal']); %Compute numeig smallest
eigenvalues and their eigenvectors

clf
125 hold off;

plot(evec, '.-')
xlim([1 n]);
title("First " + nEig + " eigenmodes");
legend(cellstr(num2str([1:nEig]')), 'Location','northeastoutside' );

130 %%
% Plot eigenmodes in 3D
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eigNr = 5; %Choose which eigenmode to display (there are nEig eigenvalues)

135 theta = 0:2*pi/(n):2*pi; %angle theta for n points
zdir = [evec(:,eigNr)' evec(1,eigNr)]; %zdir is the vector containing the z

coordinates
v = null([0 0 1]);
points = repmat([0 0 0]', 1, size(theta,2)) + 1/(2*pi)*(v(:,1)*cos(theta) + v

(:,2)*sin(theta)); %flat circle with radius 0.5
clf;

140 plot3(points(1,:), points(2,:), zdir, '-'); %plot the chosen eigenmode along
the circle

hold on;
plot3(points(1,:), points(2,:), zeros(1,n+1), 'c-'); %plot zero-circle
plot3(0, 1/(2*pi), evec(1,eigNr), 'k*'); %mark point 1
plot3(-1/(2*pi), 0, evec(k+1,eigNr), 'k*'); %mark point k+1

145 plot3(0, -1/(2*pi), evec(2*k+1,eigNr), 'k*'); %mark point 2k+1
plot3(1/(2*pi), 0, evec(3*k+1,eigNr), 'k*'); %mark point 3k+1
title("Eigenmode " + eigNr);
zlim([-0.5 0.5]);
xlabel('x');

150 ylabel('y');
zlabel('z');
view([-97.684 18.941])
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